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How does a hearer assess the truth of the Dutch quantifier alle (‘all’)? In a reaction time 

experiment, participants judged universally quantified sentences such as (1). 

 

(1) Alle boeren voeren een hond. (‘All farmers are feeding a dog’) 

 

(1) is true if the farmers (set A) are a subset of the set of dog-feeders (set B). The semantic 

law of Conservativity (Barwise and Cooper, 1981) restricts the logically relevant sets to A 

and the A∩B intersection; any other individuals in B who are not in A∩B are irrelevant to 

verify the truth of (1). 

Strong quantifiers are conservative; their verification is insensitive to set size. Weak 

quantifiers (e.g., veel ‘many’) are not conservative; they are sensitive to set size. Alle is a 

strong quantifier; verification should ignore any extra objects and spotting just one member 

of A out of the A∩B intersection should suffice to judge (1) as false.  

Perceiving set sizes in a visual context recruits Core Number cognition, a perceptual-

cognitive module of mental representations of quantities. Core Number cognition produces 

time and accuracy signatures defined by magnitude and ratio (Carey, 2009; Dehaene, 1997): 

a large cardinality difference between two sets, improves the perception of the difference. 

If verification of (1) follows an interpretation process characterized purely by 

Conservativity, we predict no Core Number signatures, since set size should not matter. 

However, if alle is verified as a weak quantifier (as proposed by Drozd, 2001), processing 

may be sensitive to the set sizes of agents and objects: we would then expect Core Number 

signatures for the verification of weak quantifiers, in particular, different reaction times for 

contexts with various cardinality differences between agents and objects. 

32 adults evaluated a series of pre-recorded sentences that described pictures that appeared 

on the screen. There were three visual contexts: Extra-Object, Extra-Agent and Symmetric 

(Fig.1); the latter served as a control condition for the visual effect that numerosity naturally 

has on RT (Dehaene, 1997). 

 

a) b)  c)  

Figure 1 – Types of Context: a) Symmetric; b) Extra-Object; c) Extra-Agent. 

For each context we varied numerosity (four levels) and disposition (neatly or not neatly 

disposed), Fig.2. In the he Extra-Object and the Extra-Agent contexts we furthermore varied 

the agent-to-object ratio (“ok” (1:2 or 2:1) and “not ok” (2:3 or 3:2)), Fig.3. All stimuli were 

transitive, (2). RT and accuracy were recorded.  

 

(2) [NP Alle N]   V   NP 

 



a)  b)  

Figure 2 – Disposition: a) neat; b) not neat. 

a)  b) 

Figure 3 – Ratio: a) ok; b) not ok. 

 

We expected the verification process of alle to follow Conservativity: all extra objects should 

be ignored, and spotting just one extra agent should suffice to assess alle as false. 

To counterbalance the RT effect of visual numerosity, we subtracted from the RT of each 

Extra-Object and Extra-Agent condition the average RT of the corresponding condition in the 

Symmetric context, for every subject tested. For the correct responses we see that Ratio “ok” 

in interaction with a neat disposition significantly reduces RT for both the Extra-Object 

(F(1,31)=9; p=.01) and the Extra-Agent contexts (F(1,31)=7.86; p=.008), Fig.4. 

 
Figure 4 – RT differences, in a neatly disposed display, between the Ratio “ok” (blue 

lines) and the Ratio “not ok” (red lines) across the four levels of numerosity in both the 

Extra-Object and Extra-Agent Context conditions. 

 

In a neat disposition a larger cardinality difference between agents and objects (“ok” ratio) 

leads to faster processing. In the verification of alle (in neat contexts), irrelevant extra objects 

are apparently taken in account, as well as the whole set of extra agents (even when just one 

would suffice to falsify alle). The presence of Core Number cognition signatures shows that 

the sizes of logically irrelevant sets contribute to processing. We conclude that the 

interpretation of alle ‘all’ does not follow a verification procedure purely based on 

Conservativity. Rather strong quantifier alle ‘all’ seems to be processed with a weak 

quantification strategy.  
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